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The Learning & Teaching Hub concrete cores are
progressing alongside the foundations. Core Three
adjacent to Hetherington House has now reached
Level 3, 14m in height.
Hydraulic lifts allow the shutters surrounding each
concrete cores to raise themselves up each level
once the concrete has been poured.
Normal pedestrian access at University Avenue has
been restored with the site boundary now in line
with the existing timber hoarding.
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Early works are underway in the Boyd Orr Building
internal refurbishment and the Western Campus at
the Beatson Building.
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CCS IVOR GOODSITE HOARDING
ART COMPETITION
Notre Dame Primary School have taken part in the Considerate Constructors Scheme Ivor
Goodsite Hoarding Competition. This out of this world display has been designed and created
by the Primary 6 pupils following their recent class topic ‘Space’.
University of Glasgow Prof. Martin Hendry, Head of School and Professor of Gravitational
Waves and Cosmology delivered a lesson to the pupils about space and gravitational waves,
and the pupils visited the Learning & Teaching Hub site to see their work displayed on the site
hoarding.

Supplier Development Programme Meet the
Buyer

Researching the Socio-economic Impact of the
Campus Development

Multiplex took part in the tenth annual SDP Meet the
Buyer event. This event gave Multiplex the opportunity to
network and make connections with different companies
to support local businesses, SMES and social
enterprises.

University of Glasgow student David Leyden is
undertaking a summer placement with Multiplex
project team.

Multiplex spoke to and made connections with a large
number of companies specialising in everything from
lighting to scaffolding. We received around 80 new
connections to companies interested in working with us
on current and upcoming projects.

David will be conducting a piece of research around
social value and the economic impacts associated with
major capital projects, with a particular focus on the
University of Glasgow Campus Development.

